
 
Extracts from Ordinance related to seaside bathing security 2012 
(Decree n.25 of the 30th June 2012) 
 
 
The Captain of Golfo Aranci Capitanery 
 
SEEN the need of update of the Ordinance of Seaside  Security n. 11/07 of the 21 st april 2007 of Golfo Aranci 
Maritime district with the purpose of increasing th e security level of the bathing activities, upgrade  quality 
standards and garantee, as much as possible, the un iformity with the regulations of the neighbouring a reas. 
 
ORDERS 
 
[…] 
ART. 2. 
Sea areas assigned to bathing 
1. The seawater areas within 200 meters from the beach and from the rocky coasts and until 100 meters from the rocky 
cliffs, are with priority assigned to bathing.  
 
ATTENTION- NAVIGATION IS PROHIBITED WITHIN THE 200 METERS FROM THE COAST. 
 
[…] 
 
 ATTENTION- THE LIMIT OF SAFE WATERS IS GIVEN FROM THE BATHYMETRIC LINE AT M. 1,60 WHEN THERE 
ARE NO OTHER SIGNALS. 
 
6. The swimmer that stays outside the bathing waters areas is obbliged, in order to be easily recognized, to use the 
signals, (with life line no longer than 10m), prescribed for the diver as per art. 5, except in the case the swimmer stays in 
a range of 10m from the moored unit from which he comes.  
 
7. In the bathing sea water areas and in all areas reserved to bathing is forbidden:  
a) the transit of any naval unit, wind surf and kite surf included, except for beach crafts like jole, cayak, pedalo, launch, 
oar boats, that will have to monouvre carefully in order to not disturb swimmers.The prohibition is not extended to the 
Governement boats involved in their own institute activities, or involved in assistance activities authorized from the 
Maritime Authorities. The prohibition is not extended as well to the units involved water samples collection and analisis. 
[..] These units if not belonging to any Governement unit, will have to be very careful approaching the coast and show a 
clear writing saying “SERVIZIO CAMPIONAMENTO”(samples collection service ). Swimmers will have to stay at least 
at 10meters from this units. 
b) motor and sailing boats, can approach the shore or get offshore only using specific launching corridor or specific slides  
only for hauling in/out and during the strictlly necessary time of the operation and with a maximum low speed (the 
minimum necessary for the manouvre). If the launching slide or corridor is not available it is allowed to get ashore 
following perpendicular route to the coast line, with the only row propulsion, keeping the maximum distance from the 
swimmers.  
c) the mooring and the anchorage of any kind of boat, except the units allowed from Authorities. 
 
[…] 
 
ART. 3  
Sea areas prohibited to bathing 
1. The bathing is prohibited:  
a) in the inner of ports and docks, and also in the range of 100meters from entrance of portual areas;  
 
b) and the sea areas dedicated to the regular transit of ships for the entry and the exit in the ports;  
 
c) in the water mirrors conceded to mooring buoy camps, nautical structures dedicated to the assistance of leisure vessel 
and fishing vessels, clearly pointed out; 
d) within 200meters from anchored vessels;  
e) in the proximity of water mirrors where there are works in progress, in a range of 100 meters from the area, or at the 
distance established from further regulations;  
f) outside ports nearby sea areas where there are docks or mooring areas for the docking of passenger vessels or leisure 
vessels in a range of  50 meters;  
g) in the inner of hauling corridor, with clear signals, authorized from the Authorities,  
h) in the sea water mirrors facing the outlet of rivers and canals, until a distance of 50 meters from the coast;  
i) in a range of 200 meters from fish farming and mussel farming, or from any fishing unit during fishing operation;  
j) in all the other sea areas where bathing is prohibited as per regulation of the Authorities.  
 



If the weather condition can result dangerous for the swimmers, or there are any other dangerous situation o risks for the 
bathing, a red flag must be lifted from the beach concession’s responsible. The meaning of the red flag must be read as: 
‘’ SIGNAL OF RISK FOR BAD WEATHER CONDITION – DANGER OUS SITUATION’  
 
 
ART. 5 
Regulation for diving activities  
1. It is compulsory for the diver to mark his/her presence with a float with a red flag with the white stripe from the upper 
left corner to the lower right corne (dive-flag or scuba-flag), that must be visisble at a distance of no less than 300 meters; 
if the diver is accompained by a mother ship, the flag must be lifted up in the middle of the ship.  
2. The diver must stay in the range of 50 meters from the vertical of the mother ship or from the float with the dive-flag.  
3. In case of more than one divers diving, one signal will be enough if all divers stay in a range of 50m. from the signal on 
the surface.  
4. By night the signal must be a yellow flashing lamp visibile at not less than 300 meters of distance, over the mother ship 
or over the beam of the float.  
5. In proximity of the above mentioned signals, the trasiting units, if sailing or motor boats, must moderate their speed and 
keep themselves at a distance of no less than 100 meters.  
 
[…] 
  
 
ART. 6  
Regulation for fishing activities  
1. During the bathing season, from the sunrise to the sunset (as decided in the Regional Bathing Regulation 2012 of the 
Indipendent Region of Sardinia, Determinazione interdirettoriale n. 786 of the 10.05.2012) , art. 3, letter p) , in the part of 
sea reserved to bathing, it is prohibited, any kind of fishing activity. The only kind of fishing activity permitted is the one 
with fishing rod from docks and rocks (artificial or natural ones) located in areas not destinated to bathing.  
 
2. Underwater fishing is regulated from the regulation of the sea fishing approved [..]. In particular, the underwater fishing 
is always prohibited in the waters facing the beaches of the all Maritime area of Golfo Aranci, and when there are 
swimmers, until a distance of 500meters from ashore. It is forbidden passing through the areas with swimmers with a 
charged underwater weapon. 
 
ART. 7  
Regulation for water ski, upward parachuting and fl oting towing  
1. Water ski is allowed within the respect of the regulation of the Ministerial decree 26.01.1960 and as per following 
updates and reviews.  
2. Boats must have an anchorage and towing system and a wide convex rearview mirror recognized as suitable from the 
Capitanery of the Port of Olbia.  
3. In the marittime administrative district of Golfo Aranci the water ski is prohibited in the bathing areas, except launching 
slide and corridors.  
4. The skier must wear a safe belt (life racket) consistent with the valid legislation of the nautical leisure.  
5. The side distance between the towing unit and the other units eventually present in the area must be superior of the 
lenght of the towing rope.  
6. If the ski activity will be on behalf of a third partyQualora l’esercizio dell’attività venga svolta per conto terzi,  the dealer 
must have all the necessari authorization, also the one given from the Capitanery of the POrt of Olbia, as per art 10 of 
Ministeria Decree 26.01.1960.  
7. All the above orders, if applicable, are valid also for the upward parachuting and for the towing of floatings normally 
called’ banana boat’  and similars.  
8. Upward parachuting activity must respect the following regulation: a. take off and landing are allowed durino navigation 
in water free from swimmers and other units and respecting the regulation related to the sea areas assigned to bathing as 
per art. 2.   
b. The driver of the towing unit and the parachuter towed, must check the good condition of the parachute, before take off 
and in all phases of the flight, and also the good condition of visibility and safetyfor the performance;  
c. the side distance between the towing unit and the other units must be superior of the linear dimension alle dimensioni 
lineari reppresented by the element cable-towed parachute, and anyway not lower than 50 meters;   
d. the unit can tow one parachute per time and cannot perform other activities like water ski, fishing, etc. 
e. durino the parachuting performance it is forbidden to fly over any kind of boat or group of people, and the throw of any 
kind of thing.   
 
 
 
 
 
 



ART. 8  
Launching slide  
[…] 
LAUNCHING SLIDE RESERVED TO THE TRANSIT OF BOATS – PROHIBITED BATHING 
 
4. Specific behave rules for the bathing security:  
a) sailing vessels/unit, also windsurf, must pass through the launching slide at a minimum speed and with the maximum 
caution to avoid any dangerous situation;  
b) motor vessel/unit , also jet ski, must pass through the launching slide at a maximum of 3 knots speed, making sure to 
reduce at the minimum any gas and acustic emission to avoid any disturb to swimmers; 
c) mooring and anchorage is always forbidden inside the launching slide; it is prohibited the anchorage/mooring of 
nautical units ot other units to the mooring buoys or line that makes the limit of the launching area; it is allowed the stop 
inside the corridor for the time strictly necessary for the boarding and disembarkation of the passengers.  
 
ART. 9  
Regulation realted to the usage of windsurf and  ki te- surf, and to the navigation of water scooter , jet ski  and 
similar units/boats 
 
1. Wind surf usage and navigation 
 1.1 Windsurf can navigate, in daytime, at a distance not larger than 1000 meters from the coast.  
1.2 The navigation is forbidden:  
 
-  in all the areas reserved to bathing where there are not launching corridors well marked. With the lack of corridors, in 
the rea reserved to bathing, it is compulsory to navigate with the sails hauled down, making sure to avoid any kind danger 
and disturb for the swimmer.   
- in the port areas and along the route for the access to the ports, all year around.  
- in all the areas forbidden to bathing as per art. 3, except for the launching corridors. 
1.3 Windsurfer must wear life jacket (model validated)  
 
2 Kite- surf usage and navigation  
2.1 Kite surf can be used only during daytime.  
2.2 Kite surf is subject to the respect of the following rules::  
a) Kite surfer cannot be younger than 14 years old;  
b) during the performances it is compulsory to wear a safing device and a protective helmet;  
c) it is compulsory to provide the kitesurf with a security device that allows the opening of the wing and consequently the 
wind shadow, keeping the kite tied to the person;  
d) it is compulsory to use security system that allows the sailor to unhook himself, and in extreme situation, to abbandon 
the sail (wing), meaning that the sailor must have a tool suitable to cut the lines in case of emergency;  
e) it is forbidden to make fly the wing if there is people or obstacles in a raange of 100 meters underwind 
f) it is forbidden to leave the kitesurf unattended if previously a side of the wing has not been unhooked.  
 
2.3 It is forbidden to use the above mentioned boards:  
-  In headway in the areas reserved to bathing;  
- in portual areas and in the areas at the entrance of ports, and also in areas reserved to ships at anchor in the bay of 
Golfo Aranci;  
- in proximity of marittime signals and fishing implantation;  
- at a distance lower than 100 meters from ships, vessels or units anchored or in navigation, or from swimmers, or divers;  
 
Also it is forbidden:  
- landing or depart with the above mentioned boards if kept from the wind in the wing, from the free beaches not equipped 
with launching slide/corridor;  
- fly over the beaches, and in general, over popular coasts with turists and swimmers.  
 
2.4 The departure and the return aboard the boat must be only though specific launching slide for kite- surf activities. 
They can be installed – with authorization of the related Authorities- by dealers, rental agencies, association, etc.  
2.5 These launching corridors/slide must have the following features:  
- minimum lenght: 200 metri;  
-  width: front beach minimum 30 meters – opening in open waters minimum 60 meters;  
- they must be delimited aside from two lines of oranges buoys positioned with a distance of 20 meters one from the 
other;  
- the cement blocks of the buoys part of the above described lines must be connected between them in the bottom 
though a not floating line;  
- to facilitate the recognination of the corridor for the return to the beach the last external buoys (right and left) at the end 
of the line of 200 meters must be orange color and with a diametr of 80 cm, with marked the name and the number of the 
authorization;  
- each buoy must says ‘ LAUNCHING CORRIDOR – EXIT K ITE – SURF – PROHIBITED BATHING’  – the writing must 
be repeated in a sign ashore, in different languages.  



 
Also:  
- the departure and the return, through launching corridor for kite – surf must be done with the body drag technic 
(meaning to keep the body in the water until a distance of 100 meters from the shore);  
- in the corridori t is allowed the passage of just one kite -surf per time, and the returning kite has right of way;  
[…]  
 
3 Navigation and usage of aqua scooter and similar crafts 
3.1 Seen the navigation limits established as per art. 8 of the law of 8th of July 2003 n. 172 by the Head of Maritime 
Department of Olbia, and seen the prohibition insiede the Nation Park of La Maddalena, the usage of leisure units called 
aquascooter, jet ski and similar crafts is subject to the following condiotion:  
 
- during the bathing season, hauling in, hauling out, departure and mooring of jet sky and similar boats is allowed from 
authorized ports, touristic docks and slides at a maximum speed of 3 knots;   
- durino the rest of the year, it is allowed hauiling in /out, the departure and mooring from any part of the coast, if there are 
no bathing activities in the area in that moment.  
 
3.2 Aquascooter and jet ski driver cannot be younger than 18 years old and must have nautical licence , as established in 
the Decree 18 July 2005 n. 171 (code of Leisure Nautica) and from the Decree 29 July 2008 n. 146 (regulation of the 
nautical code).  
3.3 During navigation, allowed only during daytime with favorable weather conditions, beyond 200 meters from the coast 
line and with a distance not lager than 1 mile from the coast, or from mother ship, life jacket is compulsory irrespective of 
the distance from the coast. This order is valid also for the passenger.  
3.4 The aquascooter or jet ski and similar crafts must be provided with security devices like accelerator with automatic 
velocità loss (automatic return), and also with with a device which assure the inmediate stop of the engine in case of loss 
of the pilot. The device must be visisble and well connected to the pilot.  
3.5 It is forbidden to store /leave aquascooter on beaches or marittime state areas recognized as bathing areas.  
3.6 The aquascooter and similar crafts rentaIs must provide the crafts with remote control allowing the switch off in case 
of not regular navigation of the unit.   
 
4. Aquatic propulsor with variable bailance suitabl e for dives, swimming and snorkeling normally calle d “Sea 
scooter”  
4.1 ‘Sea scooter’ is called a propulsor device with protected propeller activated from electric engine, provided with 
automatic stop device in case of abbandon of the scooter by the pilot, suitable for the usage in sea water surface, dives, 
swimming and snorkeling, and ables to transport one person.  
4.2 The usage of sea scooter is subject to the following regulation::  
a) its driving is allowed only during daytime. During bathing season its driving it  is forbidden in bathing areas (or anyway 
areas forbidden to navigation) or popular areas for swimmers.  
b) the pilot, if younger than 14 years old, will be obbliged to use the scooter under the supervision of an adult, skilled in 
swimming;  
c) the pilot when diving will have to be provided with specific signals on the surface, as established for diving activities: a 
float with dive-flag (red flag with white strip), visibile at a distance of minimum 300 m, and tied to a 50m line.  
 
ART 10  
Particolar regulations  
1. In the Maritime Department of Golfo Aranci it is forbidden:  
a) the take off or landing from/on to beaches with any kind of aircraft (inclusive hang-glider), parachute, or similars;  
b) to fly over beaches and adjacent water mirrors performing sport/leisure flight at an altitude inferior of 300 meters (1000 
feet);  
c) to sealand in water assigned to bathing by seaplane and upward parachute  
d) to access, to transit or to stay on beaches with any kind of vehicle, with the exception of vehicles allowed to the 
cleansing of the beaches.  
 
ART. 11  
Rental of water games and boats  
[…] 
XI. The navigation of these kind of crafts is always forbidden beyond 500 meters from the coast. Over 300 meters from 
the coast it is necessary to provide the units as per security regulation. 
 
 
ART. 12  
Reference to other regulations  
1. The limit of navigation of the coast are controlled as per art. 8 of the law 172/2003, Ordinance n. 36 of the 14th of 
August 2003 by the Head of Maritime Departmentof Olbia.  
[…]  



3. The present Ordinance has been issued from the Marittime Authorities, Autonomous Region of Sardinia, Coastal 
Municipalities and the Park of La Maddalena Authority.   
 
ART.  14  
(Final disposition and penalties)  
1.The present ordinance is valid from 6th July 2012 ans it replaces and cancel the Ordinance n. 11/2007 of the 21st of 
April 2007.  
 
3. Who is notrespecting the above described rules will be punished as per articles 1161, 1164, 1174, 1231 e 1251 of the 
Navigatiuon Code, of the artiche 650 of the Penal Code and the article 53 of the Legislative Decree 18.07.2005, n.171. 
 
Golfo Aranci, 30 giugno 2012 
F.to IL COMANDANTE  
T.V. (CP) Virginia Maria BUZZONI  
 
 
USEFUL NUMBERS   
1530: BLU NUMBER FOR SEA EMERGENCY  
Circomare Golfo Aranci +39 0789.616056- +39 0789.46880  
Locamare Porto Cervo +39 0789.94498  
Delemare Porto Rotondo +39 0789.34380 


